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The pool of talented women has shrunk 
at a time when investors and clients are 
setting gender balance expectations for 
organisations they wish to invest in or 
do business with. 

Women, specifically middle managers, 
the cohort from which senior leaders 
and board members are promoted, 
were the largest group to exit the 
workforce during the lockdowns. They 
left because it proved untenable to 
manage work with care responsibilities. 

It’s a setback for hard-earned gender 
gains. Further losses are likely as the 
cost of living crisis makes childcare 
unaffordable for both parents to work.  
Employers must accelerate efforts to 
replenish and grow their talent pool if  
they are to meet targets for women on 
boards and senior positions and close 
the gender pay gap.  

The pandemic has served employers a 
forceful reminder that support for 
working parents drives gender balance 
at work. At the same time it has created 
an opportunity for employers to go back 
to the drawing board and rethink work 
in a more balanced way. 

Hybrid and flex for all have the potential 
to give all employees including parents 
greater autonomy to manage work with 
home commitments. It’s early days but 
emerging and anecdotal evidence 
suggests organisations risk replicating 
the motherhood penalty in new working 
arrangements.  

The world of work is changing but the 
inextricable link between supporting 
parents and gender equity hasn’t. ECC 
created the Fog Index four years ago to 
highlight the need for employers to not 
just provide support to working parents 
but to actively market it too. That need is 
more urgent today if we are to progress 
gender equity post-pandemic. In 
response, we’ve updated our guidance 
to include what employers need to think 
about in a hybrid or flex for all workforce.

We know that many of our clients 
provide more support for working 
parents than appears on their website. 
For them this report is a call to action on 
the question of transparency. 

We’ll send employers that achieve the 
Beacon or Fully Visible rank a digital 
badge to help promote their family- 
friendly credentials.  

Executive Summary

Geraldine Gallacher, 
CEO, ECC 

Helen Ilsley, Head of 
Client Relationships

Emma Spitz,  Director of 
Client & Programme 
Management
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1  Lack of affordable, quality childcare is
perpetuating gender inequality at work
Two-thirds of dual career families spend the same or more 
on childcare as their mortgage or rent, prompting many 
to reconsider care arrangements [1]. In most cases this 
involves the mother taking a lesser job to manage work 
and care responsibilities or exiting the workforce entirely.

Government proposals under discussion won’t reduce 
the cost of childcare for parents but will compromise the 
quality of care their child receives. A fudge not a fix that 
will continue to price mothers out of a career. Women in 
middle management roles are more likely to be impacted 
by the childcare crisis than women in senior and board 
roles who can afford at-home childcare.

1

Support for
working parents
is key to gender
equity at work

As work undergoes profound change  
it’s time for employers to review whether 
their support reflects seven key factors 
that impact working parents

The UK currently does not have 
sufficient, affordable, quality 
childcare. Over the past decade 
the government has closed high 
quality, state provision anticipat-
ing the shortfall would be met 
by the private sector.

Tragically, 2,500 private nurseries 
closed during the pandemic [2].  
Attempts to revive and expand 
private provision are hampered 
by a sector-wide recruitment 
crisis.  Qualified nursery workers 
laid off during the pandemic 
have found better paid work in 
other sectors. A trend that is 
likely to grow through the cost of 

living crisis. And too few people 
are qualifying as nursery man-
agers. The number of children a 
nursery can care for is regulated 
by minimum worker-to-child 
ratios which currently stand at 
1:3 for under twos and 1:4 for over 
twos in England. These ratios 
were determined by research to 
deliver safe, quality care [3].  

The government’s proposal to 
allow English nurseries to take 
on more children by increasing 
child: carer ratios in line with 
Scotland will reduce the quality 
of care and potentially put chil-
dren at risk.  Scottish nurseries 

are governed by different rules 
that require the nursery manag-
er to be qualified to a higher lev-
el, based on research that shows 
the higher level of qualification 
enables the manager to operate 
a 5:1 ratio without compromising 
quality or care standards [3].  

Industry experts say cost savings 
predicted by the government 
are wildly inaccurate. And even if 
savings were made, parents are 
unlikely to see a reduction in fees 
as the big nursery chains have 
an obligation to return a profit to 
shareholders [1].

UNDERSTANDING THE CHILDCARE CRISIS
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2 Men won’t take Shared Parental Leave

while it’s a culturally insecure idea  
New research from the CIPD has found take-up of Shared 
Parental leave down from 2016 to 1%. The government’s 
current policy clearly isn’t working [16]. 

Women will not be available for full economic  
participation until care is shared by both parents. 
Organisations won’t see a significant increase in uptake in 
shared care until they offer extended paternity leave with 
enhanced pay[16].  Fathers are so often left out of 
conversations around parenting. Until we tackle gendered 
expectations of parenting head-on, it won’t be possible
to achieve equality at work or home.

One of these expectations which needs to be challenged 
is some couples’ tendency to notionally deduct the cost of 
childcare from the woman's salary rather than seeing it as 
a joint family cost. 

3 Talent pool of women earmarked
for leadership has shrunk
13% of women in the 25-35 age bracket have left the 
workforce to care for their children – the biggest rise in  
30 years [7]. And women in work say they are planning to 
leave at a rate of 23% in the C-suite, 21% upper manage-
ment and 64% middle management [8]. 

From a commercial perspective, the case for a strong 
gender balanced talent pool is compelling. Organisations 
with a gender balanced C-suite perform better than those 
in which men dominate.  Research shows that women 
executives outperform men peers, women CEOS bring 
value appreciation and improve stock price, Women 
CFOs better defend profitability moats, and deliver excess 
risk-adjusted returns [9]. Little wonder investors and clients 
scrutinise board gender balance when deciding whether 
to invest in or work with an organisation [10].

Businesses with women in senior positions have the 
necessary insight to capitalise on women’s growing  
power as consumers.  In three years’ time, Women will 
control 60% of Britain’s wealth, account for two-thirds of 
global disposable income, and 80% will become solely 
responsible for their finances over their lifetime. Businesses 
that do not replenish and accelerate their female talent 
pool now will not have women decision makers  
in place, in time [11].   

Underlying everything 
that I have experienced 
about Shared Parental 
Leave is that gender 
roles have to be tackled… 
There is a strange 
set of expectations 
around the roles of both 
men and women in 
parenting. For women, 
the expectation and 
support is all-pervasive 
and overwhelming. For 
men, it is the  strange 
acceptance of support 
worker.

Reflections on ShPL by Sam Draper 
appear in, Untold stories of 
fatherhood, mental health and  
masculinity, curated by Elliot Rae [5]
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4 Better work-life balance for parents
is a top priority 
While all demographics across the workforce say they 
want greater work-life balance parents rank this a top 
priority way ahead of any other group. While the current 
‘recruitment crisis’ may have been overstated, there is 
some evidence that parents are leaving or looking to  
leave their employer for one that offers better balance 
than they currently have [12].   

5 “Flex for all” is unlikely to improve pay
and career progression for women
Our research found fewer organisations than previous 
years actively marketing flexible work to parents. This may 
reflect the recent trend of promoting “flex for all”. The 
underlying assumption being, this will normalise flexible 
working and in doing so remove the motherhood penalty 
associated with flex.

Organisations will need to monitor this assumption care-
fully in data. When work-life balance policies are bolted 
onto deeper structures which encourage long hours those 
who make use of them will inevitably be marginalised. 

There is a risk that hybrid working (which refers to where 
work gets done) may be confused with flexible working. In 
this situation parents may feel unable to request flexibility 
beyond what’s afforded to them on days they WFH.
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We replicated the experience of a prospective 
job applicant searching an employer website for 
information on the support it offers to working 
parents. We used the Times Top 100 Graduate 
Employers 2022 list as our research sample. To 
ensure consistency, we used a researcher with 
no prior knowledge of what specific firms do 
to support working parents. We asked them to 
search each website using the following terms:

✔ Talks about commitment
to working parents

✔ Awards (best / top employer
for parents or women)

✔ Shared Parental Leave policy

✔ Maternity Leave policy

✔ Paternity Leave policy

✔ Flexible working

✔ Shared Parental Leave policy
(with pay and duration)

✔ Maternity Leave policy
(with pay and duration)

✔ Paternity Leave policy
(with pay and duration)

✔ Flexible working (policy)

✔ Showcase support
(written / video / podcast)

✔ Role model testimonies

✔ Reference to tracking pay and
career	progress	of	flexible	workers

Scoring
Each found term scored 1 point.  
We added up the scores and allocated 
a visibility rating as follows:

Score Visibility Rating
12-13 Beacon
8 -11 Fully Visible
4 -7 Visible
1-3 Foggy
0 Invisible

2

How is the 
Parental Fog 
Index created?
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We	define	each	visibility	rating	as:	

Label Descriptor

Beacon Support for working parents runs through this firm’s DNA.

Evidence – meets Fully Visible criteria plus:

✔ Website showcases support with case studies that 
demonstrate policy in action. This may include written,
video or podcast content.

✔ Role model testimonies

✔ Employer	tracks	pay	and	career	progress	of	flexible	workers

Fully Visible This firm publishes full details of policies that support 
working parents on its website including terms  
of pay and duration of leave.

Evidence – meets Visible criteria plus:

✔ Policies published include details of pay and duration of leave

Visible This firm publishes policies that support working parents, 
but these policies do not include terms of pay or duration

Evidence – meets Foggy criteria plus:

Policies published:

✔ Shared Parental Leave

✔ Maternity

✔ Paternity

✔ Flexible working

Foggy This firm supports working parents but provides no detail 
on how it does this. It references support for working  
parents e.g., blogs, relevant awards but does not  
publish policies.

Evidence:

✔ Refers to commitment to working parents in general terms
i.e. ‘a generous maternity package’, enters best employer 
awards but does not publish policies on website

Invisible No reference to support for working parents.
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About this year’s data
In June 2022, we reviewed the websites 
of organisations on the latest Times Top 
100 Graduate Employers list, as these 
employers are known for marketing 
their employer brand competitively to 
prospective employees.

83 employers in last year’s report 
appear in this year’s, making it possible 
to identify patterns and trends.

01. Ratings change: year on year (YOY)

Rating YOY change (21-22) 2022 2021 2020

Beacon +5 16 11 9

Fully Visible -9 17 26 15

Visible -7 30 37 32

Foggy +9 20 11 18

Invisible +2 17 15 26

02. Actual YOY change 2021-2022
Comparing progress of the same organisations 

21-22 20-21

Climbed 11 40

Same 51 48

Slipped 21 3

New entry 17 9

3

Which employers
actively market their
support for working
parents?
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03. YOY change by employer

Rating 2022 Employer 2021 YOY change

Beacon Barclays Fully Visible +

Boston Consulting Visible ++

British Army Beacon =

Civil Service Beacon =

Deloitte Beacon =

Diageo — New

Grant Thornton Beacon =

Linklaters Beacon =

Lloyds Banking Group Beacon =

Natwest Group Fully Visible +

Nestle — New

P&G Fully Visible +

PwC Beacon =

Teach First Fully Visible +

UBS Fully Visible +

Vodafone Fully Visible +

Fully Visible Accenture Beacon —

Allen & Overy Fully Visible =

Bain & Company Fully Visible =

Baker McKenzie Fully Visible =

Bank of America — New

Deutsche Bank Fully Visible =

Enterprise Rent-A-Car Fully Visible =

EY Beacon —

Frontline Fully Visible =

GSK Fully Visible =

ITV — New

Local Government — New

Royal Navy Visible +

RSM — New

Shell Fully Visible =

Siemens Fully Visible =

Unilever Beacon —
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Visible Amazon Visible =

Apple Visible =

Arm — New

BAE Systems Visible =

BlackRock Fully Visible —

Bloomberg Visible —

Citi Fully Visible —

GCHQ Visible =

Goldman Sachs Fully Visible —

Google Visible =

Herbert Smith Freehills Visible =

HSBC Visible =

IBM Visible =

Irwin Mitchell Visible =

J.P.Morgan Visible =

Jaguar Land Rover Visible =

KPMG Beacon —  —

L’Oreal Visible =

Latham & Watkins — New

Lidl Visible =

M15 Visible =

Mars Visible =

McKinsey & Company Visible =

Microsoft Visible =

Pfizer — New

Rolls-Royce Visible =

Savills Visible =

Tesco Visible =

Think Ahead Invisible +

Wellcome Visible =

Foggy AECOM Invisible +

Airbus Visible —

Arup Visible —

AstraZeneca Foggy =

Atkins Visible —

Bank of England Foggy =

BBC Fully Visible —  —

Rating 2022 Employer 2021 YOY change
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Foggy (cont.) BP Fully Visible —  —

BT Visible —

DLA Piper Invisible +

Hogan Lovells Foggy =

Mazars — New

McDonald’s Foggy =

Mott MacDonald Foggy =

NHS Visible —

Police Now Foggy =

Sky Foggy =

Slaughter and May Visible —

Walt Disney — New

White & Case Visible —

Invisible Aldi Invisible =

BDO — New

Channel 4 Invisible =

Charityworks Invisible =

Clifford Chance Visible —  —

CMS Fully Visible —  — —

Dyson Foggy —

Freshfields Foggy —

Kubrick — New

Morgan Stanley Visible —  —

Newton Invisible =

Penguin Random House Invisible =

PepsiCo — New

Red Bull — New

THG — New

TPP Invisible =

Unlocked Invisible =

Rating 2022 Employer 2021 YOY change
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Notable climbers include: Boston 
Consulting, up two ranks from 
Visible to Beacon - and Barclays, 
Natwest, P&G, Teach First, UBS and 
Vodafone, up from Fully Visible to 
Beacon. 

04. Climbers to celebrate

This year 11 employers featured in last 
year’s report have moved up at least 
one rank. This compares with 40 
employers that increased their ranking 
last year.

Climbers in alphabetical order

AECOM

Barclays

Boston Consulting

DLA Piper

Natwest Group

P&G

Royal Navy

Teach First

Think Ahead

UBS

Vodafone

05. Publish policy details

Policy Includes details Referenced   
e.g. pay & duration (‘21) but no detail (‘21) 

Shared Parental Leave 33 (29) 67 (71)

Maternity Leave 33 (34) 67 (66)

Paternity Leave 32 (32) 68 (68)

Flexible Work 35 (43) 65 (57)

06. Active marketing to promote family friendly credentials

Approach Yes (22) Yes (21) Yes (20)

Talks Commitment 71 83 59

Awards 40 37 36

Showcase 27 46 25

Role Models 37 41 24

This year there was a noticeable dip in the number of 
employers that actively promote their family friendly 
credentials.  Fewer talk about their commitment to working 
parents or demonstrate it with case studies or parent profiles. 
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1  Review Beacon websites
Take a look at Beacon sites from previous 
studies. All talk directly to working 
parents as a discrete audience, showing 
they understand and support their need to 
manage work with care responsibilities. 

2 Join up external communications
HR and DEI teams need to have a clear 
rationale and narrative for supporting 
working parents which is then clearly 
communicated via their website. Many 
firms’ websites focus on promoting 
services and appear not to make the link 
between supporting working parents 
and diversity. 

3  Communicate your support
as part of your employer brand
We would be surprised if many employ-
ers that ranked lower on the Fog Index 
don’t have highly competitive proposi-
tions for parents. Identify channels and 
develop a communication plan to 
promote these to internal and external 
stakeholders. Above all, take control of 
the message. Don’t leave employees to 
rely on hearsay. 

4 Include details of parental polices
on your website
Generic and unspecific statements such 
as ‘generous maternity package’ leave 
applicants none the wiser as to what’s on 
offer. Many ‘Visible’ ranking employers 
would jump to ‘Fully Visible’ simply by 
including specifics such as pay and 
duration of ShPL, maternity or paternity 
leave. 

5 Feature employee insight
Your employees are the best advocates 
of your policies. All Beacon websites 
include vlogs, blogs or podcasts of 
working parents sharing how the firm 
helps them to manage work and care 
responsibilities. Be sure to show how you 
support each phase of parenthood, from 
helping new parents make the transition 
to working parents to supporting teen-
agers through exams and every stage in 
between.

>>>

4

Ten top tips 
to	get	your	firm	to
Beacon status 
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>>>

6 Demonstrate a supportive culture
The most generous parental policies will 
fall flat if parents fear that career or pay 
will be penalised if they take them up. 
This is particularly true for men and 
ShPL. Trailblaze stories of men that have 
taken ShPL, extended paternity leave, 
and those in senior positions who work 
flexibly. Talk openly about the impact on 
career progress and pay. State that you 
are happy to discuss flexible working on 
all recruitment literature.

7 Collaborate within and outside
your industry
There are several industry-specific as well 
as cross-industry campaigns that provide 
the opportunity for competitor organisa-
tions to coalesce around diversity issues, 
share learning and strengthen the 
sector’s reputation for diversity. Ask 
customers and clients what their expec-
tations are in terms of your approach to 
gender diversity at all levels including 
leadership. Select a campaign or charter 
that best aligns with your organisation’s 
strategic objectives, including criteria 
around support for working parents. 

8 Get external validation
Enter awards such as Timewise Power 
50 and Times Top 100 Employers for 
Women. The entry process is a great 
learning exercise to understand how 
effective your support is and benchmark 
against other employers. If you make the 
list, be sure to publicise your success by 
communicating which initiative(s) won 
the award and how employees have 
benefited from them. 

9 What do the optics say?
Take a look at the images you use on 
your website. Are working parents visi-
ble? Are senior women visible?

10Make sure your data backs up
the optics
We could not find a single example of an 
employer that talks explicitly about 
tracking the pay and progress of flexible 
workers. Talented applicants will use 
employers’ published gender pay gap 
reports to gauge whether the optics 
reflect reality. 
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5

What employers can do
to strengthen their support
for working families in a
flexible	and	hybrid	workforce	
How effective is the support you currently offer?

✔ Check you have a full understanding of the 
needs of working parents at each stage of 
parenthood- talk to your employees with de-
pendents aged 0-18. Identify the challenges and 
support a parent might need from early years 
through to exams.

✔ Analyse the support you currently offer: what 
works, what doesn’t? As a starting point, you 
may find it helpful to ask:

✔ What is our take up of ShPL? Do we know why 
this is and what do we need to do to increase take 
up?  Organisations that increased parental leave 
to 12 or 16 weeks for the non-primary leave have 
seen increased take-up by men [6].  Should we 
mandate ShPL to normalise take-up by men?

✔ What percentage of women return to work after 
their first/second child?

✔ Do we conduct exit interviews with those wom-
en who don’t return after maternity leave? Do 
we keep track of that data?

✔ What happens to women’s careers when they 
return to work especially after the second child?
Are they returning to the same career path or 
stepping off the career track? Are their careers 
flat lining? Are they moving out of “gateway” 
roles? Is this being tracked?

✔ Do we factor in extended parental leave to pro-
cesses such as pay reviews, bonus calculations

and performance reviews so that returning par-
ents are not penalised by their absence (either 
in terms of pay, performance ratings or career 
progression)? 

✔ Do we track the gender divide of our flexible
workers? Do we track the pay and progress of our
flexible workers?  What does the data tell us
about pay and progression? How can we provide
flexible working opportunities for all employees?

✔ Do men feel comfortable asking for flexible/ PT
working arrangements to share childcare more
equally with their partner?

✔ Does the support we offer parents mirror their
needs in real life? The flexibility that a parent
with an infant may need is different to that of an
employee with children at secondary school.

✔ Do we provide a supportive culture for working
parents from board level to line managers and
among co-workers?

✔ Do colleagues consider parents’ childcare and
school schedule arrangements before organis-
ing a meeting or event?

✔ What does our website tell an external applicant
about our attitude towards working parents?

✔ Do our external communications feature
 parents who work flexible hours to convey a
family-friendly culture?

Use the checklist to understand your current position:

Use this data to form a cohesive approach to 
attract,retain and develop working parents

Download our ‘Strategy Guide to Supporting & Retaining Your Working Parents’ 

DOWNLOAD

https://ecc.executive-coaching.co.uk/strategy-guide-working-parents
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need for cultural change towards a more 
flexible workplace and that it is not about 
‘fixing the women.’ 

A career development path that enables 
potential senior leaders to step on and 
off the career ladder 
Not wanting to ‘have it all and at the same 
time’ is a valid choice for some parents. 
Ensure that your talent management 
processes reflect the changing shape of 
careers today and are not still representative 
of a previous paradigm where men worked, 
and women stayed at home to look after 
the children. Ensure due recognition is 
given to the increasing number of dual 
career couples and sole parents.

Address structural issues  
The result of benchmarking and 
 reflection will be a realisation that some 
issues are about the way your organisation 
works while others are about how people 
are supported. 

Until organisations become more family 
friendly, they will not be able to balance 
gender balance sustainably. This level of 
deep, systemic change will take time but 
new and changed working practices over 
the pandemic are  accelerating thinking 
about work design and flexibility. 

Policy and Communication

Check out the websites of Beacon 
ranking employers  
Most have a section that speaks directly 
to working parents.

Review performance related earnings 
To ensure that parents aren’t penalised 
for taking an extended period of parental 
leave.

Explore	how	the	following	benefits	
might support your employees:

Shared Parental Leave  
with enhanced pay for dads  
Publicise details of your enhanced 
 parental policies with case studies of 
dads that take it up. 

Parental Transition Coaching  
to help parents  
Feature this benefit that helps parents 
navigate their careers successfully while 
becoming new parents and helps to 
challenge some couples’ tendency to 
assume the mother will take on the role 
of primary carer. 

Emphasise that managers are also 
offered coaching when their employees 
are about to become parents. This gets 
across that your company can see the 
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6 

Actions to strengthen support
in	a	hybrid	/	flex	workforce

Ask parents at all levels what support 
they need – don’t just rely on the views of 
senior leaders. Their salary bracket proba-
bly means they face different challenges. 

Listen to dads – and include them in 
conversations around parenting policy and 
practice. What barriers prevent them from 
considering ShPL or sharing care more 
equally with their partner? What support 
would help them do so? 

Promote	flex	for	all	but	don’t	lose	sight	
of parents’ unique needs  – flex alone 
won’t lead to gender equity. Understand 
and address attitudes, biases, culture, 
working practices that penalise parents and 
mothers in particular.

Monitor	the	impact	of	flex	and	WFH	on	
pay and promotion –  be hyper vigilant to 
promotion decisions that overlook talented 
mothers that work flexibly or from home 
more often than male peers.

Set, communicate and monitor bound-
aries around downtime – risk of burnout 
may be more of a problem for high-
salaried professionals WFH or within a “flex 
for all” culture.  

Offer women focused initiatives but 
highlight it’s the organisation that needs	
fixing – women are not the ones who need 
to improve themselves to succeed. Instead, 
organisations must change their structure 
and culture to improve the working 
environment in support of their women 
employees. 

Research shows that women feel 
empowered to address systemic and 
structural barriers rather than leave an 
organisation when these are explicitly 
highlighted to them. [13]  Offer initiatives 
focused on women but be sure to commu-
nicate that the purpose of singling women 
out is not to fix them but enlighten them 
to the barriers that impact their 
progression. Consult with women how 
best to remove barriers. 

Build a more inclusive and equitable 
business for everyone – promote a 
shared understanding across your 
organisation that gender balance is a 
business-critical issue. For a business to 
meet client and consumer expectations for 
gender balanced teams, retain talented 
staff and have a credible reputation for 
gender diversity, it must be family friendly.

Lobby the government – quality, afforda-
ble childcare is so much more than mind-
ing a child to enable its parents to work.  
The impact of quality care on a child’s 
emotional, social and cognitive develop-
ment can be tracked all the way through 
KS1 [4]. Until the government puts childcare 
at the heart of its economic policy the 
full economic participation of women will 
remain an aspiration. 

Keep listening – rather than racing 
to impose a new sense of normal that may 
not fit with employee expectations, take 
time to do some “deep-listening” to what 
support parents need . Pilot new 
approaches, evaluate their impact and 
take forward what works to improve 
gender balance.
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Dads help shape parental policies
at Herbert Smith Freehills 

We recognised the need to shift our focus from mothers to all 
parents in order to support the firm's gender-balance aspirations. As 
a result we have evolved our approach to include all parents.  

In particular we support dads to develop their identity as a working 
parent.  They play an active role in shaping and improving our family 
friendly policies.   

During the lockdowns we noticed dads found it easier to talk about 
being a parent and ask their line manager for support. We are 
working hard to encourage managers to continue asking coaching 
style questions to keep a more open dialogue going with dads  
as well as mums. 

We remain vigilant to the impact of hybrid working on parents.   
For  many of our people the temptation can be to keep working 
when they WFH.  One of our challenges is to help our lawyers create 
and stick to work/home boundaries.

Our support covers the whole life cycle of parental challenges from 
thinking about becoming a parent to the teenage years and every 
stage in between.  We’ve extended the support we provide for  
those having fertility treatment and introduced extra leave  
for those whose children need neo-natal care.

We’ve introduced a clear, transparent framework for staff 
transitioning to parenthood which means individuals and line 
managers know what to expect at each stage and are having more 
open and natural conversations as a result. We also offer coaching  
for those returning from longer periods of leave.   

The firm has a fantastic, active family network that parents can 
consult for advice, and which encourages its members to learn  
and grow together as a community.  Prevention is better than  
cure and it’s easier for parents to anticipate the next set of challenges 
and head them off before they escalate to a bigger problem.”  

Julie Cupit – Director of  
People, UK & EMEA at  
Herbert Smith Freehills LLP

“
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Parents connect and support each other 
at	Linklaters

Age and stage of life is one of six strategic DEI priorities at Linklaters. By focusing 
on parenthood, one of the bigger life transitions, we aim to achieve a more diverse 
workforce, strengthen our talent pipeline for women in senior roles, and ensure 
colleagues lived experience of parenthood is inclusive.

We support parents through policy, working practices and practical support. 

Our policies cover every stage of parenthood including; fertility treatment, surrogacy, 
adoption, baby loss, and Shared Parental Leave.  They ensure support is consistent 
across the firm and help to normalise conversations around parenthood.  Colleagues 
find it easier to ask for time off to attend medical appointments since we specified 
this principle in policy.

Expectant and new parents can use our new adjustment days policy to ramp down 
work as they approach parental leave or ramp up on their return.  This means they 
can work part time but be paid full time, creating more manageable transitions.

In terms of practical support, Linklaters partners with external providers to offer 1:1 
parental transition coaching, emergency childcare, access to a wealth of guidance 
and information via WorkLife Central. We are particularly proud of our internal carers 
network which enables parents to connect and support each other through various 
life and career challenges at every stage of the parenting journey.

From day one, colleagues have the right to request agile working practices.  Since the 
pandemic more parents are working flexible hours or from home to more easily fit 
care responsibilities around work commitments. This is having a positive impact on 
shared care. Today, we hear more male colleagues talking loudly and proudly about 
how they fit work around care responsibilities.

We are monitoring the impact of flex and hybrid working practices on career 
progression to ensure staff that work in agile ways aren’t unintentionally 
disadvantaged. Critically, we market our support for working parents as part of our 
talent retention and attraction strategy.

Ultimately the effectiveness of any support we put in place is mediated by line 
managers. We aim to equip our managers to understand and support the day to 
day experience of working parents – the additional calls on their time, emotional 
and physical energy.  Managers can use their knowledge to help parents build a 
sustainable career. Looking ahead, we know it would be beneficial for managers to 
share best practice and insight across the firm.  

Katie Tant,  
Global Diversity Manager  
(Gender and Agility) at Linklaters 

“
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ECC has over 25 years’ experience helping 
 employers support  working parents as they 
progress through the  different stages of 
 parenthood.

We also help employers remove the barriers that 
contribute to  women’s careers flat lining;  barriers 
that are now  understood to contribute to the 
gender pay gap.

Our ECC coaches are equipped with the gender 
intelligence required to help leaders lead more 
inclusively. 

We work nationally, internationally and virtually, 
tailoring content through our understanding of 
local markets.

ECC is a B Corp  
accredited organisation

Follow us on 

About ECC

twitter.com/ECC_Team linkedin.com/company/the-executive-coaching-consultancy
twitter.com/ECC_Team linkedin.com/company/the-executive-coaching-consultancy
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-executive-coaching-consultancy/
https://twitter.com/ecc_team?lang=en
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